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Mechanism of the Iridium-Catalyzed Silylation of Aromatic C–H 
Bonds

Caleb Karmel, John F. Hartwig
Department of Chemistry, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720, United States;

Abstract

Phenanthroline ligands and [Ir(cod)(OMe)]2 form complexes that catalyze the silylation of 

aromatic and aliphatic C–H bonds. However, no experimental data on the identity of complexes 

related to the mechanism of this process or the mechanisms by which they react to functionalize 

C–H bonds have been reported. Herein, we describe our studies on the mechanism of the iridium-

catalyzed silylation of aryl C–H bonds. The resting state of the catalyst is an iridium disilyl 

hydride complex (phenanthroline)Ir(SiMe(OTMS)2)2(H)(L), in which L varies with the arene and 

additives. An iridium disilyl hydride complex was isolated, characterized, and allowed to react 

with arenes to form aryl silanes. The kinetics of the reactions of electron-rich and electron-poor 

arenes showed that the rate-limiting step varies with the electronic properties of the arene. 

Computational studies on related iridium silyl complexes revealed that the high activity of iridium 

complexes containing sterically encumbered phenanthroline ligands is due to a change in the 

number of silyl groups bound to iridium between the resting state of the catalyst containing the 

hindered phenanthroline and that containing less-hindered phenanthroline.
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INTRODUCTION

The iridium-catalyzed silylation of aromatic C–H bonds forms aryl silanes with high 

sterically derived regioselectivity and is conducted with silane reagents that are produced 

and consumed on large scales.1 In many cases, the heteroaryl silane and aryl silane products 

are more stable than the corresponding aryl boronic esters and undergo related subsequent 

reactions, such as hydroxylation,2 amination,3 halogenation,4 and arylation.5 In addition, the 

silylation of aryl and heteroaryl C–H bonds often occurs with higher sterically derived 

selectivity than the iridium-catalyzed borylation of the same arenes.4a,6

To facilitate access to silicon-containing organic compounds, our group and others have 

reported silylations of aryl4b,c,7 and alkyl C–H bonds,8 with a range of silane reagents and a 

series of iridium catalysts.4a,b,7a,c,e–g,9 Such efforts to develop new silylation reactions 

would be aided by a detailed understanding of the mechanism by which these reactions 

occur. Yet, little is known about the mechanism of these reactions or even the identity of the 

Ir complexes present during the reaction. This dearth of experimental mechanistic data has 

motivated several groups to conduct computational studies. Sunoj et al. reported DFT 

calculations on the iridium-catalyzed intramolecular silylation of sp3 C–H bonds that 

suggested that an Ir(I) silyl species containing a bidentate nitrogen ligand and an additional 

norbornene ligand can cleave C–H bonds and mediate C–Si bond formation with energetic 

barriers that are consistent with the observed rate of the reaction.10 However, in later 

computational studies, the groups of Li11 and Huang12 concluded that an Ir(III) silyl 

complex is the resting state of the catalyst and that the difference in free energy between this 

complex and the transition state for oxidative addition of the C-H bond to the Ir(III) complex 

was smaller than the difference in free energy between the Ir(III) complex and the transition 

state for for oxidative addition of a C–H bond to a related Ir(I) complex. These contrasting 

computational results indicate the need for experimental mechanistic studies to determine 

the identity of the iridium complexes that lie on the catalytic cycle for the silylation of C–H 

bonds.

We recently reported a highly active catalyst for the silylation of aromatic C–H bonds that is 

formed from the combination of [Ir(cod)(OMe)]2 and 2,9-Me2-phenanthroline (2,9-Me2-
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phen, L1) (Figure 1).4b Two unusual features of this reaction motivated further study of the 

mechanism. First, the catalyst containing a phenanthroline ligand bearing methyl groups in 

the 2- and 9-positions was much more active than the catalysts containing phenanthrolines 

lacking substituents in one or both of those positions. Second, the rate of the reaction is ten 

times faster under an atmosphere of nitrogen than under an atmosphere of hydrogen.4b 

Consequently, the reactions of these highly active catalysts were conducted in an open 

system to remove the hydrogen byproduct with a stream of nitrogen. Thus, we sought to 

understand the origin of the high sensitivity of the rate of the reaction to the hydrogen 

byproduct and to the substitution pattern on the phenanthroline ligand. We also sought to 

provide a foundation for the aforementioned computational data by determining whether the 

iridium complex that mediates this reaction is an Ir(I) or Ir(III) complex and by identifying 

the number and type of silyl or hydride ligands bound to the iridium center.

To this end, we conducted a study that included both experimental and computational 

investigations. We generated and determined the identity of the resting state of the iridium 

catalyst in solution, isolated derivatives of this complex, and measured kinetic isotope effects 

for the silylation of arenes with varying electronic properties. Computational data are 

consistent with the intermediates and rate-limiting step in the catalytic cycle that we 

observed experimentally and reveal principles that dictate the activity and selectivity of these 

iridium complexes that catalyze the silylation of aryl and heteroaryl C–H bonds.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Determination of the Resting State of the Catalyst.

To determine the identity of the iridium complexes in the silylation of aromatic C–H bonds, 

we first subjected a mixture of [Ir(cod)(OMe)]2, 2,9-Me2phen, and excess 

heptamethyltrisiloxane to analysis by high resolution ESI-mass spectrometry. The resulting 

spectrum contained a peak corresponding to the exact mass of a protonated iridium complex 

bearing 2,9-Me2phen, two silyl ligands, and one hydride (complex 1) (Scheme 1).

To assess the validity of the MS data, we acquired 1H NMR spectra of the mixture of 

[Ir(cod)(OMe)]2, 2,9-Me2phen, and excess heptamethyltrisiloxane at room temperature and 

low temperatures. The 1H NMR spectrum acquired at room temperature contains a set of 

four signals corresponding to the phenanthroline ligand and a broad peak at −13 ppm that 

suggests the presence of a metal hydride. A large broad peak was also observed at 3.5 ppm 

that corresponds to the hydrogen attached to the silicon of free silane. This signal is located 

1.2 ppm upfield of that for free silane alone (4.7 ppm), suggesting that the proton bound to 

silicon in the silane is exchanging with that in the hydride position of iridium.

The 1H NMR spectrum acquired at −86 °C contains peaks that are different from those in 

the spectrum acquired at room temperature. The peak for the hydrogen of free silane was 

observed as a quartet at 4.6 ppm, corresponding to the chemical shift observed in the 

absence of any metal complex. The peak corresponding to the metal hydride was observed 

as a sharp singlet at −16 ppm. The ratio of the integrals of the peaks for the bound 2,9-

Me2phen and the hydride suggests that this complex contains only a single hydride ligand. 

Furthermore, a singlet at −0.5 ppm integrates to 36 hydrogens, indicating the presence of 
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four TMS groups in the complex. These data imply that the resting state of the catalyst 1 
contains a phenanthroline ligand, two silyl groups, and a hydride, and this conclusion 

matches that from mass spectrometry (Scheme 1). The 1H NMR spectrum also contains a set 

of peaks corresponding to a smaller amount of a second complex (2), which is the major 

species observed when this solution is placed under an atmosphere of hydrogen gas. The 

identity of this complex will be discussed in detail below.

To convert the resting state of the catalyst to a 6-coordinate species that would be more 

stable to isolation than the putative five-coordinate resting state 1, triphenylphosphite was 

added to the mixture of [Ir(cod)(OMe)]2, 2,9-Me2phen, and excess heptamethyltrisiloxane. 

The resulting phosphite complex 3 was isolated by column chromatography and 

characterized by NMR spectroscopy. The 1H NMR spectrum of 3 contains eight distinct 

signals that correspond to the protons of 2,9-Me2phen. The spectrum also contains six peaks 

in a 3:3:3:3:1:1 ratio between −1 and 1 ppm that correspond to the two inequivalent methyl 

groups on the two Ir-bound silyl groups and to two pairs of OTMS groups on the silyl 

groups, each of which are diastereotopic, due to the stereogenic iridium center in the 

complex. A doublet (J = 14 Hz) at −20 ppm indicates that 3 contains a metal hydride and is 

consistent with coupling to the phosphorus of a phosphite ligand. The signal at −20 ppm is 

observed as a singlet in the in the 1H{31P} NMR spectrum, and the proton-coupled 31P 

NMR spectrum contains a doublet at 103 ppm with the same coupling constant, confirming 

that the complex contains a hydride and a bound phosphine. The resonance in the 31P NMR 

spectrum contains 29Si satellites with a coupling constant (JP–Si = 303 Hz) that is larger than 

the typical range of one- or two-bond Si–P coupling constants (1JP–S = 16–256 Hz, 2JP–S = 

0–44 Hz).13 We hypothesize that the coupling constant is large because the Si atom and the 

P atom of the phosphite are mutually trans across the Ir center.14 Overall, these data 

demonstrate that the combination of [Ir(cod)(OMe)]2, 2,9-Me2phen, and excess 

heptamethyltrisiloxane forms an iridium complex that contains one phenanthroline ligand, 

two heptamethyltrisiloxyl ligands, and one hydride (Scheme 1).

The identity and connectivity of phosphite adduct 3 was further assessed by single-crystal 

X-ray diffraction. The solid-state structure of 3 consists of an octahedral Ir(III) center 

containing mutually trans silyl and phosphite ligands. An additional silyl group and the 

hydride ligand are located in the same plane as the phenanthroline ligand. The silyl groups 

are geared to minimize steric interactions. The two siloxy groups of the axial silyl group lie 

over the phenanthroline so that the methyl group points toward the other large silyl group. 

One of the trimethylsiloxy substituents on the equatorial silyl ligand lies in the equatorial 

plane of the complex and is close to the hydride ligand, while the other two substituents lie 

above and below the methyl group of the 2,9-Me2phen. It is difficult to envision an 

orientation of the silyl groups that would allow three silyl groups, rather than two silyl 

groups and a hydride, to be present on iridium.

Lewis bases other than phosphites form similar iridium complexes that are less stable to 

isolation. Reaction of complex 1 with 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) yielded a six-

coordinate complex 4 containing DMAP bound to iridium (Scheme 2). The 1H NMR 

spectrum of this complex contains a pattern of signals that are similar to those of phosphite 

adduct 3, including a signal corresponding to a metal hydride at −20 ppm that integrates to 1 
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proton. However, only one set of broad peaks was observed for the protons of DMAP when 

excess DMAP was present in solution, and the integration of these broad peaks 

corresponded to more than one equivalent of DMAP. This result suggests that free and 

bound DMAP undergo exchange on the NMR time scale.15

The rate of the silylation of arenes is ten times lower under an atmosphere of hydrogen than 

under nitrogen. To determine the mechanism by which hydrogen gas inhibits the silylation 

reaction, Complex 1 generated in situ was treated with 1 atm of H2.

The 1H NMR spectrum of this solution at −86 °C contains peaks that are different from 

those in the spectrum acquired under nitrogen. Under nitrogen, a single hydride peak that 

integrates to one proton is observed at −16 ppm. Under hydrogen and at −86 °C, two sharp 

peaks corresponding to metal hydrides, which integrate to one and two protons, were 

observed at −2.7 ppm and at −18.4 ppm. The peak at −2.7 ppm contains satellites from 

coupling to 29Si (JH–Si = 61 Hz). This coupling constant and the downfield chemical shift of 

this peak, relative to that of the other hydride, indicate that this resonance corresponds to the 

proton of a silane σ-complex.16 Thus, we assign complex 2 as an iridium complex bearing a 

phenanthroline unit, two hydride ligands, a silyl ligand, and an Si–H-bound silane (Scheme 

3). This complex is the second, minor species formed from the combination of [Ir(cod)

(OMe)]2, 2,9-Me2phen, and excess heptamethyltrisiloxane discussed earlier in this section.

The formation of σ-silane complex 2 in the presence of hydrogen implies that the inhibition 

of the catalytic silylation reaction by hydrogen gas results from a difference in the resting 

state of the catalyst in the presence and absence of hydrogen. Complex 1 contains an open 

coordination site that binds the C–H bond of an arene, whereas complex 2 is coordinatively 

saturated and must dissociate silane or hydrogen to react with an arene.

To further assess the effect of hydrogen gas on the iridium complexes formed from silane, 

phosphite adduct 3 was allowed to react with hydrogen gas (Scheme 3). The reaction of 3 
with 1 atm of H2 formed complex 5, which contains two hydrides and one silyl group, in 

addition to the phosphite. This complex was characterized by 1H, 13C, and 31P NMR 

spectroscopy. The identity of 5 was clear from the doublet at −19 ppm in the 1H NMR 

spectrum integrating to two hydrogens and the triplet at 108 ppm in the 31P NMR spectrum.

2. Reactivity of Isolated Iridium Complex.

To assess the relevance of the iridium complexes bearing phenanthroline, hydride, and silyl 

ligands to the silylation of C–H bonds, phosphite-adduct 3 was allowed to react with a series 

of arenes. Reaction of 3 with 2-Cl-thiophene conducted in the presence of varied amounts of 

triphenyl phosphite showed that this reaction is inverse first order in the concentration of 

phosphite (see page 15 of the Supporting Information for details). These data indicate that 3 
reacts with arenes after initial, reversible dissociation of the phosphite ligand.

The reaction of phosphite-ligated disilyl hydride 3 with 3-Cl-thiophene produced a 2.8 to 1 

ratio of the two isomeric thienyl silanes 6 and 7 from the silylation of the C–H bonds alpha 

to sulfur (Scheme 4). The catalytic reaction of heptamethyltrisiloxane with 3-Cl-thiophene 

in the presence of the combination of [Ir(cod)(OMe)]2 and 2,9-Me2phen also produced 6 and 
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7 in the ratio of 2.8 to 1. These identical ratios imply that the catalytic silylation occurs 

through the five-coordinate disilyl monohydride complex 1 formed by dissociation of 

phosphite and imply that the observed resting state 1 lies directly on the catalytic cycle.

Iridium complex 3 reacted with both electron-rich and electron-poor deuterated arenes to 

produce deutero-aryl silanes (Scheme 5). The reaction of o-xylene-d4 with 3 produced 

deutero-aryl silane 8 and iridium complex 5 that contains a mixture of hydride and deuteride 

ligands. At partial conversion of complex 3, 1H NMR spectroscopy indicated the lack of 

exchange of deuterium into the hydride position of 3. This result implies that cleavage of the 

C–D bond of the electron-rich arene o-xylene-d4 is effectively irreversible, due to faster 

formation of the Si–C bond from the aryliridium complex than reformation of the C–H 

bond.

In contrast, the reaction of 3 with the electron-poor deuteroarene o-Cl2-benzene-d4 led to 

exchange of deuterium into 3. The reaction of 3 with o-Cl2-benzene-d4 produced deutero-

aryl silane and complex 5 containing a mixture of hydride and deuteride ligands. However, 

at partial conversion of complex 3 to product, 1H NMR spectroscopy indicated significant 

substitution of deuterium from the arene for the hydride of 3. These results indicate that the 

cleavage of the C–D bond of electron-poor arene Cl2-benzene-d4 is reversible.

3. Kinetic Analysis of the Catalytic Process.

The dependence of rate of the catalytic silylation reaction on the concentration of each 

reagent was measured to reveal the rate limiting step of the catalytic process. The reaction 

orders in silane, catalyst, and arene were determined by measuring initial rates of the 

silylation reaction at 60–100 °C with varied concentrations of each reagent. Reactions with 

concentrations of catalyst ranging from 1.25 to 10 mM showed that the reaction is first order 

in catalyst. Reactions with concentrations of silane varying from 0.5 to 4 M showed that the 

reaction is zero order in silane (see pages 16–17 of the Supporting Information for details).

The order in arene depended on the electronic character of the C–H bonds of the arene. The 

rates of reactions of silane with an electron-poor arene, methyl 3-CF3-benzoate, and an 

electron-rich arene 1,3-(OMe)2-benzene were determined (see pages 16–19 of the 

Supporting Information for details). Reactions conducted with concentrations of methyl 3-

CF3-benzoate varying from 0.25 to 2 M were first order in the concentration of arene.

However, the order of the reaction in the electron-rich arene, 1,3-(OMe)2-benzene, was not 

straightforward. The increase in rates of reactions conducted with concentrations of 1,3-

(OMe)2-benzene varying from 0.25 to 2 M in an open system diminished as the 

concentration of 1,3-(OMe)2-benzene increased (Figure 2, top). We hypothesized that this 

saturation of the rate resulted from a change in resting state from five-coordinate 1 to a 

complex with arene bound at high concentrations of the arene. To test this hypothesis, we 

measured the rate of the same reaction in the presence of 0.2 equiv of 3,5-lutidine. We 

hypothesized that lutidine would bind iridium more tightly than an arene, prevent binding of 

the arene, and simplify the kinetic behavior. Indeed, reactions conducted with concentrations 

of 1,3-(OMe)2-benzene varying from 0.25 to 2 M in the presence of 3,5-lutidine were first 
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order in 1,3-(OMe)2-benzene (Figure 2, bottom). These results suggest that electron-rich 

arenes bind to the catalyst in the absence of strong Lewis bases.

The kinetic isotope effect (KIE) of the catalytic process was measured for three 

electronically varied arenes to gain further information on the reversibility of the C–H bond 

cleavage (Figure 3). The rates of the reaction of the protio and deutero substrates were 

measured independently. A kinetic isotope effect of 3.2 was obtained from the rate of 

formation of silylarene from o-xylene and o-xylene-d4 side by side (7.3 × 10−5 and 2.3 × 

10−5 M/s). This KIE is similar in magnitude to those measured for the borylation of protio 

and deutero o-Cl2-benzene catalyzed by an Ir(III) boryl complex (KIE = 3.3).17 On the basis 

of these data, C–H bond cleavage of the arene is irreversible and rate limiting for the 

silylation of electron-rich arenes. These data are consistent with the observed irreversibility 

of C–H bond cleavage of o-xylene-d4 by complex 3 (vide supra).

The KIEs measured for reactions of electron-poor and electron-neutral arenes were different 

from that observed for o-xylene. The KIE for the analogous silylation of benzene and 

benzene-d6 was reported previously to be 1.3.4b The KIE from the rate of formation of 

silylarene from o-Cl2-benzene and o-Cl2-benzene-d4 side by side was 1.6 (kH = 6.3 × 10–5, 

kD = 3.9 × 10–5 M/s). These KIE values are smaller than that of the reaction of electron-rich 

o-xylene and do not suggest that the KIE is primary and resulting from rate-limiting C–H 

bond cleavage. Instead, these data are more consistent with reversible C–H bond cleavage 

during reactions of electron-poor or electron-neutral substrates. Such equilibrium isotope 

effects suggest that reductive elimination of the C–Si bond is rate-limiting for reactions of 

electron-poor and electron-neutral arenes.

The low KIE values measured for the silylation of protiated and deuterated electron-neutral 

and electron-poor arenes indicate that the transition state for a step following cleavage of the 

C–H bond is the highest-energy transition state during the silylation of these arenes. This 

transition state could be the one for reductive elimination of the C–Si bond or for an 

isomerization of the Ir complex that results from addition of the C–H bond. Such an 

isomerization has been computed to occur during the borylation of benzylic methyl groups 

catalyzed by iridium complexes of phenanthroline ligands. On the basis of a modest, but 

positive ρ value for the borylation of benzylic C–H bonds with different electronic character 

(ρ = 2.1) isomerization was concluded to be the rate-limiting step of the borylation of 

benzylic methyl groups.18

We considered that rate-limiting isomerization and rate-limiting reductive elimination could 

be distinguished by the effects of the electronic properties of the arene on the outcome of the 

silylation reaction. If an isomerization of the Ir complex that results from addition of the C–

H bond is the rate-limiting step, then the effect of the electronic properties of the arene on 

the silylation should be large because the starting material is a free arene and the transition-

state for the rate-limiting step contains a metal-carbon bond. However, if reductive 

elimination is rate-limiting, then the effect of the electronic properties of the arene on the 

silylation should be smaller. The effect should be smaller because the amount of negative 

charge on the ipso carbon in the transition state for reductive elimination is less than that of 

the complex that immediately precedes reductive elimination.
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A Hammett plot of the effect of the electronics of the arene on the rate of the silylation is 

shown in Figure 4. The ρ value for this plot is 1.3. This positive ρ value indicates the 

accumulation of negative charge on the ipso carbon in the transition state of the rate-limiting 

step of the reaction. The magnitude of this ρ value is inconsistent with the values obtained 

from related borylation reactions that occur with rate-limiting cleavage of the C–H bond (ρ 
= 3.3) or isomerization of the complex that results from oxidative addition (ρ = 2.1).18 

Instead, the measured ρ value is most consistent with the silylation of electron-poor arenes 

occurring by reversible cleavage of the C–H bond followed by rate-limiting reductive 

elimination of the C–Si bond.

4. Proposed Catalytic Cycles.

On the basis of the orders in arene, silane, and catalyst, kinetic isotope and electronic effects, 

isolated adducts of the resting state, and iridium complexes observed in solution, we 

conclude that the iridium-catalyzed silylation of aromatic C–H bonds occurs by the catalytic 

cycle in Scheme 6. The silylation of electron-rich, electron-neutral, and electron-poor C–H 

bonds occurs by the same intermediate iridium complexes, but reactions of these arenes 

differ in the rate-limiting step and the resting state of the catalyst.

For reactions of electron-poor or electron-neutral arenes (Scheme 6, red), the resting state of 

the catalyst is the 5-coordinate iridium disilyl hydride complex (A). Complex A reversibly 

binds the arene to form complex B. Complex B undergoes reversible C–H bond cleavage to 

form an Ir(V) complex (C). Reductive elimination of the C–Si bond from C forms the aryl 

silane product and complex D. Complex D undergoes oxidative addition of the silane silane 

to produce complex E. For reactions conducted in an open system, complex E undergoes 

irreversible loss of H2 to regenerate resting state A.

For reactions of electron-rich arenes (Scheme 6, black), the resting state of the catalyst is the 

coordinatively saturated arene-bound iridium disilyl hydride complex (B). Complex B 
undergoes irreversible and rate-limiting C–H bond cleavage to form complex C. Reductive 

elimination of a C–Si bond from C forms aryl silane product and complex D. Complex D 
undergoes oxidative addition of the silane and reductive elimination of H2 to generate the 

coordinatively unsaturated complex A. A binds arene to regenerate the resting state of the 

catalyst, B.

5. Origin of Selectivity.

The silylation of o-Cl2-benzene-d4 provided information on the origin of the high selectivity 

for functionalization of the least sterically hindered C–H bond. During the silylation of o-

Cl2-benzene-d4, the substitution of deuterium in the arene for hydrogen from the silane 

occurred 60 times faster than the silylation of the arene (Scheme 7). However, no 

incorporation of hydrogen is observed at the positions proximal to chlorine. These data 

demonstrate that the origin of high selectivity for the silylation of the least sterically 

hindered C–H bond in six-membered arenes is the high barrier to cleavage of the C–H bonds 

proximal to existing substituents.
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This origin of selectivity contrasts with that we reported recently for the silylation of five-

membered ring heteroarenes.6 In our study of H/D exchange between the silane and these 

heteroarenes, the selectivity for H/D exchange at the least hindered C–H bond was lower 

than the selectivity for silylation at the least sterically hindered C–H bond. These data imply 

that the high selectivity for reactions of these less hindered substrates results from a slower 

rate for reductive elimination from a more hindered arylsilane than from a less hindered 

arylsilane.

6. Computational Model of Reaction Mechanism.

Experimental mechanistic studies enabled us to identify the iridium complexes that catalyze 

the silylation of aromatic C–H bonds and probe some of the elementary steps of the reaction. 

However, our experiments did not reveal why complexes containing two silyl ligands and 

one hydride ligand formed in the reaction, rather than complexes containing three silyl 

ligands. Our structural data from single-crystal X-ray diffraction of the disilyl hydride 

complex 3 began to show the severe steric hindrance that would be created by replacing the 

hydride with a third silyl group. The related iridium-catalyzed borylation reaction occurs by 

generation of triboryl compounds containing a phenanthroline or bipyridine ligand and 

reaction of this complex with arenes.17 The similarities in conditions and catalysts for the 

silylation and borylation reactions alone make it unclear why iridium complexes that contain 

three silyl ligands do not form during the silylation reaction and react with arenes.

However, our experimental studies do not reveal why the silylation reaction is faster with 

catalysts containing more sterically encumbered ligands. Like the difference in number of 

main-group ligands on the metal, this trend is not observed for the borylation of aromatic C–

H bonds. One might imagine that the sterically encumbered 2,9-Me2phen could make low 

coordinate, Ir(I) silyl complexes thermodynamically accessible. We sought to use 

computational modeling to assess the effect of the steric properties of the phenanthroline 

ligand on the identity of the iridium species that form and the rates by which they react with 

the C–H bonds of arenes.

To understand the importance of the identity of the ancillary ligands on the rate and outcome 

of the reaction, we modeled iridium silyl complexes ligated by 3,4,7,8-tetramethylphenan-

throline (Me4phen, L2) and by the sterically encumbered 2,9-Me2phen. We chose to 

simplify our model of the silane from SiMe(OTMS)2 to SiMe(OMe)2 (henceforth 

abbreviated as “[Si]”) to reduce the required computational time. Geometry optimizations of 

each structure were conducted with the Gaussian 09 software package, B3LYP functional 

(with gd3 dispersion correction), and LANL2DZ basis set for Ir and 6–31g(d,p) basis set for 

all other atoms. The energy of each geometry-optimized structure was further refined with 

single-point energy calculations that were conducted with the PBE functional (with g2 

dispersion correction) and LANL2TZ basis set for Ir and the 6–31++g** basis set for all 

other atoms, along with the SMD THF solvent correction. This combination of basis set and 

functional was identified as particularly accurate by Hopmann for reactions of complexes of 

iridium.19

To assess whether an Ir(I) silyl complex is a thermodynamically accessible intermediate in 

the catalytic cycle of this reaction, we modeled the thermodynamics of the addition of two 
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molecules of silane to (L)Ir[Si] complexes (L = Me4phen or 2,9-Me2phen) to produce 

(L)Ir[Si]3 complexes and one molecule of hydrogen (Figure 5). (L2)Ir[Si] and two 

molecules of silane were found to be 62 kcal/mol higher in energy than (L2)Ir[Si]3 and 

hydrogen. Because the Me4phen-Ir(I) species lies uphill of Ir(III)-silyl complexes in the 

presence of silane by such a large amount of energy, Ir(I) intermediates are unlikely to be 

part of the catalytic cycle.

However, it is possible that the two methyl groups ortho to the nitrogen atoms in 2,9-

Me2phen would destabilize Ir(III) intermediates. Thus, we calculated the thermodynamics 

for the same equation with 2,9-Me2phen as ligand. While less uphill, the reaction of 

(L1)Ir[Si] with two molecules of silane to form (L1)Ir[Si]3 and H2 remains exergonic by 53 

kcal/mol. This result shows that the Ir(I) complex ligated by 2,9-Me2phen remains too far 

uphill thermodynamically to be a plausible intermediate in the catalytic reaction.

We modeled six Ir(III) complexes that are potential intermediates in the silylation of 

aromatic C–H bonds: (ligand)Ir[Si]3, (ligand)Ir[Si]2H, and (ligand)Ir[Si]H2 (Figures 6 and 

7). Each complex was modeled with 2,9-Me2phen (L1) or Me4phen (L2) as ligand and was 

posed in a square pyramidal geometry with a silyl group in the axial position. This 

disposition of silyl and hydride ligands is based on the observed solid-state structure of 

complex 3, most sterically accessible geometry, and strong trans influence of a silyl ligand.
20 For each combination of silyl and hydride ligands, we also modeled the transition state for 

cleavage of the C–H bond of benzene to the iridium and the ground-state energy of the 

seven-coordinate Ir(V) complex that is the product of this reaction (Figures 9 and 10).

For iridium complexes ligated by Me4phen, we found that the addition of silane to (L2)Ir[Si]

(H)2 to form hydrogen and (L2)Ir[Si]2(H) is exergonic by 9 kcal/mol (Figure 6). The 

addition of silane to (L2)Ir[Si]2(H) to form hydrogen and (L2)Ir[Si]3 is exergonic by a 

further 4 kcal/mol. These results predict that (L2)Ir[Si]3 would be the resting state of a C–H 

silylation reaction catalyzed by the combination of iridium precatalyst and Me4phen. This 

predicted resting state contains a different number of silyl and hydride ligands than the 

observed resting state of reactions catalyzed by iridium complexes containing the more 

sterically encumbered 2,9-Me2phen ligand (complex 1).21

The thermodynamics of the ground-state iridium complexes ligated by 2,9-Me2phen were 

much different from those of the complexes ligated by tmphen. For iridium complexes 

ligated by 2,9-Me2phen, the addition of silane to (L1)Ir[Si](H)2 to form hydrogen and 

(L1)Ir[Si]2(H) was computed to be exergonic by only 3 kcal/mol (Figure 7). This value is 6 

kcal/mol less favorable than that for the reaction of silane with (L2)Ir[Si](H)2, in which the 

complex contains an unhindered ligand, Me4phen. Moreover, the addition of silane to 

(L1)Ir[Si]2(H) to form hydrogen and (L1)Ir[Si]3 was computed to be endergonic by 3 kcal/

mol. This value is 7 kcal/mol less favorable than that for the reaction of silane with 

(L2)Ir[Si](H)2, which contains the unhindered ligand Me4phen, and suggests that 

(L2)Ir[Si]2(H), not the trisilyl analog, will be the resting state of a C–H silylation reaction 

catalyzed by the combination of iridium precatalyst and 2,9-Me2phen. This computational 

prediction is consistent with the experimentally observation of complexes 1 and 3 in the 

catalytic and stoichiometric reactions.
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The geometry of (L1)Ir[Si]3 is different from that of the other Ir(III) complexes we 

computed. For all complexes except (L1)Ir[Si]3, the phenanthroline ligand lies in the same 

plane as the basal plane of the iridium complex. In contrast, for (L1)Ir[Si]3, the 

phenanthroline ligand lies 64° out of the basal plane of the iridium complex (Si(1)–N(1)–

C(3) = 116°), causing the methyl groups to lie further from the silyl substituents (Figure 8). 

For comparison, this distortion is 16° for (L1)Ir[Si]2(H) and 7° for (L2)Ir[Si]3. A 

comparison of the structures of (L1)Ir[Si]3 to that of (L1)Ir[Si]2(H) and (L2)Ir[Si]3 shows 

that the distortions of the ligand in (L1)Ir[Si]3 reduce clashes between the methyl groups of 

the ligand and the silyl groups. This distortion hinders approach of the arene to the open 

coordination site of the iridium complex.

We also computed the transition state for cleavage of the C–H bond. This process is best 

described as an oxidative addition to form an iridium(V) complex containing a hydride and 

aryl unit. However, the addition to related boryl complexes occurs with association of the 

hydrogen of the C–H bond to the boryl group and addition of the silane occurs with partial 

association of the silane with the same hydrogen. This process resembles a σ-CAM 

mechanism, but the resulting Ir complex is better described as an Ir(V) complex than an 

Ir(III) silyl complex. More details on these relationships will be published elsewhere, but the 

Si–H bond orders determined by NBO analysis in the transition state and product are 0.1 and 

0.2. Previously, iridium complexes with bond orders of this magnitude between a hydride 

and silyl group have been assigned as iridium silyl complexes, rather than iridium silane 

complexes.22 The computed bond order of classic Mn silane complexes were greater than 

0.3.23

The barrier for oxidative addition of benzene to the Ir(III) silyl complexes depended on the 

number of silyl and hydride ligands. The barrier for oxidative addition to (L2)Ir[Si](H)2 

(L2= Me4phen) was computed to be just 14 kcal/mol, that to (L2)Ir[Si]2(H) was computed 

to be 18 kcal/mol, and that to (L2)Ir[Si]3 was computed to be 23 kcal/mol (Figure 9). Thus, 

each substitution of a small hydride ligand for a bulky silyl ligand led to a 4–5 kcal/mol 

increase in the barrier to C–H activation. These results show that a catalyst containing fewer 

silyl ligands and more hydride ligands cleaves C–H bonds with higher rates than a catalyst 

containing more silyl ligands and fewer hydride ligands.

The computed relative energies of the barriers to oxidative addition of the C–H bond of 

benzene to 2,9-Me2phen-ligated iridium complexes were different than those to oxidative 

addition to Me4phen-ligated complexes. The barrier to oxidative addition of the C–H bond 

of benzene was computed to be 17 kcal/mol for both (L1)Ir[Si]2(H) and (L1)Ir[Si](H)2 

(Figure 10). In contrast, we could not even locate a transition state geometry for the 

oxidative addition of the C–H bond of benzene to (L1)Ir[Si]3; attempts to model this 

transition state showed that the open coordination site was too hindered to accommodate 

approach of benzene to the Ir center. These calculations corroborate our conclusion that the 

resting state of the C–H silylation reactions catalyzed by the combination of iridium and 2,9-

Me2phen contains two silyl ligands and one hydride and that C–H bond cleavage occurs by 

oxidative addition to this species. These results also are consistent with the experimentally 

observed reactivity of isolated complex 3 with arenes and heteroarenes.
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The calculated free energy of activation for oxidative addition of the C–H bond of benzene 

to (L1)Ir[Si]2(H) (17 kcal/mol) is lower than the experimental value of 27 kcal/mol for the 

catalytic process. However, this difference likely results from the difference in the silane 

used in the calculations. The silane used, HSiMe(OMe)2, contains alkoxy substituents that 

are much smaller than the siloxy substituents in the heptamethyltrisiloxane used in the 

catalytic reaction. It is likely that the larger silyl groups present in the catalytic reaction 

would hinder the approach of the arene to the Ir center and increase the barrier to oxidative 

addition. Indeed, the calculated free energy of activation for oxidative addition of the C–H 

bond of benzene to complex 1 is 21 kcal/mol. While lower than the experimental value, this 

calculated barrier is more consistent with the observed rates of the catalytic reaction.

To understand the full catalytic cycle, we modeled other iridium complexes that are 

intermediates in the catalytic process, including the transition-state geometry for the carbon-

silicon bond-forming reductive elimination and the Ir(V) complex that contains two silyl 

ligands and three hydride ligands. The barrier to reductive elimination of the phenylsilane 

derivative from (L1)Ir[Si]2(H)2(Ph) lies 17 kcal/mol higher in energy than the combination 

of (L1)Ir[Si]2(H) and benzene (Figure 11, left). This barrier to reductive elimination to form 

the C–Si bond is almost identical to the barrier to oxidative addition of the C–H bond. The 

similarities in the barriers for oxidative addition of the C–H bond of benzene and reductive 

elimination of the C–Si bond of the phenylsilane derivative are consistent with the 

experimental observation that differences in the electronic properties of the arene can cause 

the oxidative addition of the C–H bond or the reductive elimination to form the C–Si bond to 

be the step with the highest-energy transition state or “rate-limiting step.”

The energies of the products of reductive elimination, (L1)Ir[Si](H)2, and the phenylsilane 

derivative are 7 kcal/mol higher than those of the starting molecules, (L1)Ir[Si]2(H) and 

benzene. The energy of (L1)Ir[Si]2(H)3 and the phenylsilane derivative is 1 kcal/mol lower 

than the energy of (L1)Ir[Si]2(H), silane, and benzene. (L1)Ir[Si]2(H)3, which is similar to 

the observed iridium complex with one silyl, two hydride, and one silane ligands (complex 

2) is calculated to be 5 kcal/mol more stable than (L1)Ir[Si]2(H) and H2. The overall 

reaction of benzene with silane to form the phenylsilane derivative and H2 is computed to be 

4 kcal/mol uphill in free energy at standard state. These results suggest that the experimental 

observation of the continuous removal of hydrogen from the reaction, necessary to obtain 

high rates and yields of aryl silane formation, is due to the unfavorable thermodynamics of 

the overall process and is manifested in the unfavorable regeneration of resting state 

complex 1 from hydrogen adduct 2 in a closed system.

The potential catalyst resting states that were modeled are all five-coordinate iridium 

complexes with open coordination sites. Having identified the most stable combination of 

silyl and hydride ligands, we modeled complexes of (L1)Ir[Si]2(H) with 1,4-dioxane, Et2O, 

benzene, 1,3-dimethoxybenzene, or pyridine as a sixth ligand. We found that the difference 

in the free energy of (L1)Ir[Si]2(H)(L) and of the combination of (L1)Ir[Si]2(H) and L was 

small for Et2O, dioxane, and benzene (Figure 11, right). However, the free energy of 

(L1)Ir[Si]2(H)(L) was significantly lower than that of (L1)Ir[Si]2(H) and L for L= 1,3-

dimethoxybenzene and pyridine (−3.5 and −9.2 kcal/mol, respectively). These results predict 

that electron-rich arenes and pyridines should be bound to iridium in the resting state of the 
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catalyst, and this prediction is consistent with the observation of signals in the 1H NMR 

spectrum of the solution of Ir, silane, 2,9-Me2phen, and pyridine indicating that the pyridine 

binds to iridium and the saturation of the rates of the reactions of the electron-rich arene, 

1,3-dimethoxybenzene as a function of the concentration of arene.

The computational model described here suggests that the rate of oxidative addition of 

aromatic C–H bonds is slower to iridium complexes that contain more bulky silyl ligands 

and fewer small hydride ligands than to complexes that contain fewer silyl ligands and more 

hydride ligands. The substituents ortho to nitrogen on the phenanthroline ligand prevent the 

formation of Ir complexes containing three silyl ligands that are the least reactive. This 

destabilization of the Ir complex containing three silyl ligands changes the resting state of 

the reaction from a trisilyl complex with the less hindered tmphen ligand to a disilyl hydride 

complex with the more hindered 2,9-Me2phen ligand. The disilyl hydride complex 

undergoes more rapid oxidative addition of C–H bonds than the corresponding iridium 

complex that contains three silyl groups.

CONCLUSION

At the outset of this study, no experimental data had been published on iridium complexes 

that are likely intermediates in the silylation of aromatic C–H bonds. Only computational 

studies were reported on the mechanism of the silylation of any type of C–H bond. Through 

the combination of high-resolution mass spectrometry, low-temperature NMR spectroscopy, 

and trapping experiments with several dative ligands, we showed that the resting state of the 

iridium catalyst is (2,9-Me2phen)Ir(SiMe(OTMS)2)2(H). By studying the reactions of 

deuterated arenes with an isolated iridium complex and silane in the catalytic reaction, we 

determined that C–H bond cleavage occurs to the five-coordinate, Ir(III) complex (2,9-

Me2phen)Ir(SiMe(OTMS)2)2(H). This C–H bond cleavage is the rate limiting step of the 

silylation of electron-rich arenes, and C–Si bond formation is the rate limiting step of the 

silylation of electron-neutral and electron-poor arenes. In addition, the combination of 

kinetic data and computational modeling revealed the propensity of electron-rich arenes to 

bind the catalyst. Finally, our computational model rationalizes the high rates observed for 

the silylation of arenes catalyzed by iridium complexes of sterically encumbered 

phenanthrolines. Steric clashes between the methyl groups on the phenanthroline and the 

silyl groups on Ir prevent the formation of the less reactive (L1)Ir[Si]3 complexes and favor 

the formation of the more reactive (L1)Ir[Si]2(H) complexes.

The mechanistic data described here provide a new model for understanding the silylation of 

C–H bonds. The knowledge that the catalyst contains an unsymmetrical disposition of 

silicon and hydrogen ligands informs the design of ligands for new silylation reactions and 

lays the groundwork for a new generation of catalysts for the functionalization of C–H 

bonds that are currently being developed in our laboratory.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Catalytic silylation of aromatic C–H bonds.
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Figure 2. 
Dependence of rate on arene concentration.
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Figure 3. 
Determination of kinetic isotope effects. See reference 13.
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Figure 4. 
Hammett plot for silylation of arenes.
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Figure 5. 
Computed energies for formation of Ir(III) complexes from Ir(I) complexes.
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Figure 6. 
Computed energies of Ir(III) complexes of Me4phen and silyl and hydride Ligands.
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Figure 7. 
Computed energies of Ir(III) complexes of 2,9-Me2phen and silyl and hydride ligands.
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Figure 8. 
Computed structures of Ir(III) complexes. Silyl groups are truncated for visual clarity.
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Figure 9. 
Computed energies of barriers to oxidative addition of benzene to Ir(III) complexes of 

Me4phen.
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Figure 10. 
Computed energies of barriers to oxidative addition of benzene to Ir(III) complexes of 2,9-

Me2phen.
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Figure 11. 
Computed energies for silylation of benzene and energies of binding of ligands to 

(L1)Ir[Si]2H.
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Scheme 1. 
Synthesis of Catalyst Resting State and Solid-State Structure of Complex 3
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Scheme 2. 
Synthesis of Pyridine Adduct of Catalyst
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Scheme 3. 
Synthesis of Iridium Dihydride Complexes
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Scheme 4. 
Reactions of 3 or Silane with Heteroarene
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Scheme 5. 
Reactions of 3 with Deuterated Arenes
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Scheme 6. 
Proposed Catalytic Cycles for the Silylation of Electron-Rich or Electron-Poor Aromatic C–

H Bonds
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Scheme 7. 
Observation of H/D Exchange Reaction
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